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DISCLAIMER

Any Views or opinions presented in this 
presentation are solely mine.

▪I am not a lawyer or giving you legal advice 

▪I am not giving you permission or authorizing 
you to do anything ever. 

▪In fact don't do anything ever 
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HACKING IS THE 
NEW NORMAL

SANJAY SAHAY, IPS















































Shodan - https://shodan.io 

Censys - https://censys.io 

Fofa - https://fofa.so 









Advance Operators

Examples:

site:cia.gov “top secret”
(search within a specific website)

filetype:pdf "cannabis licence" site:gov.bc.ca
(search a specific file type from a website)

Inurl:resume “john smith”
(search within the URL of websites)

Intext:resume “john smith”
(search within the text websites)



Advance Operators

Examples:

“Quotations” i.e “cyber criminals”
(search exactly for the words in quotations)

- Dashes i.e. bill gates –microsoft
(Use the - to exclude a seach term)

OR i.e. jane OR john smith
(either or both search terms)



https://ahrefs.com/blog/google-advanced-search-operators/

https://ahrefs.com/blog/google-advanced-search-operators/


Details We Know!

• Joffrey Bruin

• Cycles

• Netherlands











































educatorananth@gmail.com
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Top OSINT tools: Find sensitive 
public info before hackers do



Hackers use open source intelligence to find information that will help them 
compromise systems. Using these tools will tell you how much of that info is exposed.



There is a free version of the program with 

limited features called Maltego CE. 

Desktop versions of Maltego XL run $1,999 

per instance. Server installations for large-

scale commercial use start at $40,000 and 

come with a complete training program.





















https://osintframework.com/

https://osintframework.com/
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